2005 bmw x3 reviews

BMW's first foray into the SUV market, with the X5 , set new standards in the class giving rivals
such as the Range Rover a real shock with stunning on-road dynamics together with reasonable
off-road capability. This is very much a chip off the old block; indeed it looks very much like the
X5 in many ways with only the view of the rear being significantly different. On the move you
need a sharp eye to differentiate between the two. The dimensions of both cars are very similar
although they are separated by a sizable margin in terms of price. Our test car, the 2. Though
you'd never call it quick, this powerplant endows it with reasonable pace with a mph time of just
over 10 seconds and a maximum speed of mph. It revs smoothly and has a wide power band, no
doubt making it a decent towing vehicle as well as a family wagon. The car is most at home on
the motorway though where the engine hums away in the background whilst returning more
than 30mpg. For a car of this type the X3 is very capable on the road; one wouldn't call it
completely car-like though, as the high centre of gravity has to ultimately lead to body roll, but it
is well contained. Certainly up to the point where most people drive, the X3 corners quite
cleanly and flat, with the four-wheel drive more of which below and Dynamic Stability Control
DSC working merrily away to keep everything pointing in the right direction. The steering is
quite light but is direct and accurate and surprisingly nice too. The whole thing is well set up to
allow some B-road fun when circumstances allow without unduly sacrificing ride quality around
town, or that all important theoretical off-road ability. It feels very much like a jacked up saloon
car as far as driving is concerned, such are its manners, and doesn't impose the compromises
some similar rivals do in terms of driver and occupant safety and comfort. The six-speed
manual 'box is slick shifting and precise, a real revelation if you're used to the normal shift
quality associated with traditional SUVs. This transmission works in conjunction with the DSC
to evaluate the current driving conditions and apportion drive accordingly. The xDrive varies
drive torque continuously allowing the redeployment of power to whichever wheel or axle the
software deems appropriate. You can actually feel this working in hard cornering or in slippery
conditions. Further driving aids include Hill Descent Control, where the car can be programmed
to make a controlled descent of a slope by applying brakes to keep the car in check, with the
driver just having to steer. Another useful feature is the Trailer Stability Control that works in
conjunction with DSC to detect a trailer becoming unstable and also assist the driver in keeping
it in check, helping to prevent jack knifing for example. I must admit though, for a BMW, the
interior of the X3 is disappointing. There is no quibbling with the amount of space inside, not far
short of the X5 in actuality, and there is a cavernous load space in the rear as well. It is the
quality of various materials around the cabin that is quite poor. BMW obviously has to keep the
prices of the X3 and X5 a reasonable difference apart to have two very disparate models and the
interior is where the cost difference is most apparent. In particular, the dashboard looks and
feels a bit cheap and flimsy: very un-BMW of late. Equipment wise the X3 SE comes with a
sensible range of SUV and family car features; automatic air conditioning, CD player, 12v power
sockets on the inside. The front and rear parking distance sensors are a massive help in
confined spaces too. It is all but impossible to judge where the X3's extremes are without it.
Overall the X3 is a bit of an underachiever. It is certainly the weakest package BMW offers at the
moment in my eyes, almost entirely down to the interior. Personally if I wanted a BMW family
wagon I'd go for a new 3-series Touring as it offers superior road handling and driving
characteristics and the interior is in a different league. If an off-roader is a must the X3 won't
disappoint, but just be sure that you really do need that off-road capability and a 3-series
Touring won't carry out the same tasks for you. Select Make A. Select Model. Select Article.
Tuesday 23rd February Dave Jenkins - 6 Oct Share. I have to say, I really love this vehicle. I have
read many reviews about the poor quality, repair frequency and lack of comfort. I think if buyers
are looking for the softer ride of a true luxury vehicle, buy a Range Rover. This little machine is
still kicking butt at k! I have had the normal repair costs; tires, brakes, etc. The shocks and
struts where changed at k. They were the originals! I think I have more than gotten my moneys
worth. The only real complaint I have is the panoramic roof. It stopped working about 10k miles
ago. I have a fix for it, just haven't done it yet. The thing is, I just drove a X5 and that problem
still exists. I still gotta give my little 3. We purchase this 3. Besides its normal wear and tear and
routine maintenance it has be by far the best and most reliable car we have had. We really got
our monies worth, being with the military this car has been up and down the German Autobahn
and cruising the Interstates in the southeast. Update: June still running like a champ with miles.
Consider this a VERY long term road test. Everybody loves their new car, but after , miles ours
keeps getting better. It had some minor problems which developed under warranty and which
were resolved while we drove new BMWs when ours was in service. Great in the snow, great
long distance cruiser. Mpg annualizes at All electrical stuff still performing well, gps probably
ought to be updated but we don't use it all that much. Only possible drawback is it eats tires
getting maybe 35k to a set. Just had the BMW dealer do a full inspection of it and found nothing

wrong at 62k miles! All I have done is change oil and buy new tires. The 6 speed manual allows
me to have great performance but also allows to get the same or better gas mileage as any
American or Japanese competitor SUV with 6cyl awd. Pretty sporty too, topped it out at mph
before. Awd makes it handle corners and snow excellently. So, always wanted a BMW The
handling is great for an SUV; just like a sports sedan. And, yes, the ride is bumpy. I've read that
it's been improved after But I don't mind.. I've had gas mileage 35 mpg on highway. Think about
it!! Planning on keeping this. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
X3. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. X3 model: All X3 models 2. Filter
by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all X3s
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the X3. Sign Up. I Love It â€” I love it! I recommand this car if
you can afford it. A pleasure to drive. My fisrt SUV, before I owned sports cars and its a good
compromise. Good equipment, fun to drive, and presigious. This car is also secure. Wanna Ride
â€” I love my car handles like a car. I just the right size for me and has the appeal of a luxury car
and the roughs of a truck. I would to get the X5 to compare. Drive Safe Always My Beemer â€”
This is one the best cars I have ever purchased. Performance, Versatility, and looks! You
couldn't ask for more and now I know why I stick with European autos. Bmw X3 3,0d â€” It
handles so good! I almost couldn't believe it. And the BMW diesel straight-six is not to bad
either. Bmw X3 2. If you're looking for a fast ride, this car is fast but obviously not as fast as
other cars for the same money. However, it has proven to be reliable mechanically and in bad
weather hill descent, awd, etc. The braking is excellent and has saved me from an accident
twice. All pros and cons are below. I would definetly recommend this car to a friend. Pros: Great
handling, braking, and acceleration for an SUV. Roomy interior and an overall smooth ride.
Cons: Like other BMW models i. Sound system is ear soothing, however insulation is a minus.
Ride is harsh for city driving. Pros: Performance is as good as it looks. Engine rev is smooth
due to straight 6 cyclinder. I m Android user i that was 1 of the strong don t like features cause i
didn t choose the X3. Other were the price. On i bought one Read More. Love it-- ended up
buying. The BMW was our favorite. The seats were incredibly comfortable and it rode smooth.
Nice sporty car with a good amount of storage for a compact SUV. This car has every feature I
wanted. Its very comfortable. Its missing the sirius xm radio. PROS Powerful engine with a great
sounding exhaust. Roomy interior - used to be the size of older X5s. M Steering wheel and
head-up display are the best in the bus Like the car. Looks good, not sure if it has a sunroof or
not. Thats important to me. The X3 is fun to drive and if you get the M40i version, loaded, you
will be supremely happy. I passed. Excellent car very clean and presented nicely, easy to work
with, very professional. Have you driven a BMW X3? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews
where users commented on categories. Clear selections. MyBMWX3 says:. Love this car! Great
CAR! The only con is the panoramic sunroof. It becomes unaligned and the back window stays
stuck up. But there are videos out there you can watch on how to fix this yourself and save
money. Is this helpful? Yes No. Louis writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: Handling. Cons: Fuel Economy. Rudy writes:. Cons: none. Brett writes:. Pros:
Performance, Versatility, Looks. Cons: Gas Mileage. Christian writes:. Pros: Handles like a
sports car-. Cons: Not the prettiest of cars. Stephen writes:. Tan writes:. Cons: Build quality.
Pros: Its a BMW! Cons: 3. Reviews From Other Years. Read all BMW X3 reviews. Read all 8 BMW
X3 reviews. Read all 12 BMW X3 reviews. Cars compared to BMW X3. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used X3 in your area? Pros:
Handles like a sports car- Cons: Not the prettiest of cars. Cons: Build quality 5 of 5 people
found this review helpful. Looking for a small SUV that performs like a sport sedan? The X3
shouldn't disappoint, so long as you don't mind its big price tag and so-so cabin ambience.
Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used BMW X3. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Expensive for a compact sport-ute, limited cargo space, some economy-grade interior
materials, overly stiff ride with Sport Package. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I have to say, I

really love this vehicle. I have read many reviews about the poor quality, repair frequency and
lack of comfort. I think if buyers are looking for the softer ride of a true luxury vehicle, buy a
Range Rover. This little machine is still kicking butt at k! I have had the normal repair costs;
tires, brakes, etc. The shocks and struts where changed at k. They were the originals! I think I
have more than gotten my moneys worth. The only real complaint I have is the panoramic roof.
It stopped working about 10k miles ago. I have a fix for it, just haven't done it yet. The thing is, I
just drove a X5 and that problem still exists. I still gotta give my little 3. Read less. We purchase
this 3. Besides its normal wear and tear and routine maintenance it has be by far the best and
most reliable car we have had. We really got our monies worth, being with the military this car
has been up and down the German Autobahn and cruising the Interstates in the southeast.
Update: June still running like a champ with miles. Consider this a VERY long term road test.
Everybody loves their new car, but after , miles ours keeps getting better. It had some minor
problems which developed under warranty and which were resolved while we drove new BMWs
when ours was in service. Great in the snow, great long distance cruiser. Mpg annualizes at All
electrical stuff still performing well, gps probably ought to be updated but we don't use it all that
much. Only possible drawback is it eats tires getting maybe 35k to a set. Just had the BMW
dealer do a full inspection of it and found nothing wrong at 62k miles! All I have done is change
oil and buy new tires. The 6 speed manual allows me to have great performance but also allows
to get the same or better gas mileage as any American or Japanese competitor SUV with 6cyl
awd. Pretty sporty too, topped it out at mph before. Awd makes it handle corners and snow
excellently. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 3 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the X3.
Sign Up. The specs below are based on the closest match to the advertised vehicle and exclude
any additional options. For more information on this vehicle please contact the dealer. Email me
similar cars. Email me news and specials. Remember me on this computer. Contact the Dealer.
Back to Search. Description BMW x3 2. View more cars from Highline Auto. BMW X3 xDrive20d
auto April - August The specs below are based on the closest match to the advertised vehicle
and exclude any additional options. Overview Engine 2. Performance Kph 9. Economy Average
7. Aesthetics and Comfort Leather upholstery Opt. Fill in the form below and our Dealer Partner
will get back to you soon. We'll also email you all the details. Please enable JavaScript in your
browser to complete your enquiry Your browser seems to be outdated or not supported by this
site. Please update it to the latest version to complete your enquiry. Highline Auto Vereeniging,
Gauteng. Share this car:. Your Wishlist. We noticed that your cookies are disabled. Please
enable cookies in your browser settings to ensure that the selected vehicles are added and
saved to your wishlist. You currently have no vehicles on your wishlist. Got it! We have updated
our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. Continued usage of this website means that you are in
agreement with the Cars. Overall, I have thoroughly enjoyed owning this vehicle. The tight
steering, acceleration, and brake make for a comfortable driving experience, and the interior of
the car is quite nice. I live in a mountainous region, so having a great deal of control over the
car for sharp turns and snowy or rainy weather conditions is wonderful. The largest issue that I
have had is the constant need for repairs. I am, admittedly, hard on my car, and put a lot of
miles on them, but even still, I have owned the vehicle for a few years now, and have had to take
it in for repairs quite a few times. Thankfully, most of these have been more minor issues that
still allow the car to be driveable, but that doesn't mean they were cheap. I have had a leak in my
windshield washer fluid line, the mechanisms to roll both back windows break, a battery die and
require replacement, and a leak in the roof. I was told by a garage thatI shouldn't put any money
into repairing my car, and I ignored that advice; that's how much I love it. Thing is, it's a brilliant
machine and has been reliable for a long time. Amortized over the past years and the years I
plan to keep it, the benefits outweigh the occasional steep investment to keep it running
properly. The BMW X3 model is an ultimate warrior machine. The dashboard are so user friendly
and elegant. The seats have so many different features that I never experience before to help
support anyone with back pains along with heating system for those cold long months. The
sunroof is amazing to enjoy a beautiful for a sunny day. I like the space it provides more the
four of us in our family. There is a lot of space to carry items and there is the flexibility of
putting the back seats down providing extra space. The only downside to the vehicle is that it
only carries five so if our children both want to bring a friend, then we have to use two cars.
This vehicle can handle any type of weather. The manual transmission makes this powerful
vehicle a great handler. I own another BMW now. This vehicle looks really nice on the outside,
however, there are several things I have issues with. You cannot lock the car from the door, you
need to push the button on the key. Unlocking the car with the electric key is also a pain and
often doesn't work. Terrible for car seats because once installed, there is no leg room for the
person in front of it. The seatbelt buzzer goes off when anything is set on the passenger seat

which is annoying as well. It drives smooth and fast but I hat that the doors lock so when I go to
get out there always locked. It is a nice shiny red color to. The sunroof is really cool to. If the
sun shining down I can close a cover that will cover it up so then it gets darker in the car. The
battery is in the back of my car to. Our BMW x3 is a hand-me-down from my mother-in-law. We
love that it was free. It has great mileage which helps us save gas. It is compact size is easy to
maneuver too. It does not have a lot of power but it gets me to where I need to go safely. I like it
is look and adds to my confidence that I am driving a luxury vehicle. Though it is very basic with
no upgraded options, it is a really reliable vehicle. I love my car. I love the color as well as how
fast it goes. The acceleration picks up very quickly and it zooms around like it is weightless.
The color is black outside and black inside, leather interior. The fuel tank is large but because of
the year it was made it goes through gas very quickly. The way the car drives is fast and nice,
also I am high up off of the ground to make being able to see everything very well while driving,
feeling safe and secure. I love the look and drive of my X. The sunroof is fantastic along with the
space inside the vehicle. The interior on this particular model was cheaply done it's not quite
leather but excellent if you have kids because it just wipeds clean. The seats are extremely
comfortable and the navigation is very easy to use. I have 85, miles on my vehicle and I have
had to replace the back window regulator along with the transfer case they were both made of
cheap plastic. All in all I would definitely recommend this vehicle. It picks up speed on the
highway very well. It is comfortable. The heated seats and steering wheel is great on winter
mornings. The heat has gone out on me. The water pump clogs. The stereo system got stuck
and will not let me play CDs. My tires make a vibrating noise when I go over It is great on gas
and highway miles. But if you miss an oil change the car does not run smoothly. My vehicle was
given as a gift so I cannot complain. It drives smoothly, it is size compact and has good gas
mileage. It is definitely easier to maneuver and parking is not a problem. Because it is quite old
and it did not come with upgrades, I consider it to being just an average vehicle. The luxury
brand it has is definitely a plus. I love my x3 I just wish that my specific car was a newer model.
In the 8 years I have had mine I have only had to have it in the shop one time! Very reliable, ride
smooth and hold a lot of miles. Taking to the mechanic sometimes can be expensive, but I
didn't have to take it for the last 12 months so I can say despite the high mileage it still good. So
I consider my car very durable. It does not spend too much gas either. The sound system is
great. Affordable luxury SUV. Perfect for family life and traveling. Good gas mileage and come
with all the bells and whistles, including a full panoramic roof, heated front seats and steering
wheel. Amazing speaker system! Overall a very great mid sized SUV. I absolutely love it! The
BMW X3 is a very reliable car and extremely fun to drive! IT's awesome and perfect makes me a
cool guy and get more attention even though I'm just passing by and that's it. I love the car but
it is very costly for repairs. It has lasted me a long time and still runs well. It is comfortable for
passengers. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter
by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior
Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most
Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Catherine P wrote on June 15, Molly wrote
on June 7, Crista C wrote on January 22, Todd B wrote on January 19, Rebecca wrote on
November 7, Brenda M wrote on September 19, Nathan M wrote on September 19, Maria S wrote
on March 23, Anna F wrote on March 8, Ashley S wrote on November 22, Brandy C wrote on
November 22, Maria S wrote on November 22, Julia B wrote on November 22, Leticia M wrote on
November 22, Jennifer M wrote on November 22, Brittany H wrote on October 23, Cloe C wrote
on October 23, David D wrote on October 23, Stephanie L wrote on October 23, Continue to
Overview. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for
predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most
comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received
from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used
vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission,
and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Although based on the excellent
BMW 3 Series, we found the ride quality in our X3 to be stiff and choppy, we suggest looking for
a later model if ride comfort is an issue for you. On the positive side, the X3 has a smooth
powertrain, agile handling and can tackle moderate off-road terrain. The cabin is roomy and
access is easy. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls.
Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
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System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

